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By Herman H, Ellerhrock, Jr.

Tests conducted by
shown that, for 8 given

“ of modern cyllnders can
but that for the bmmel

thie laboratory”on finned oylindertahave
weight of material, the finning on the heade
be greatly improved ~ using preformed fins,
no great Improvement oan be made (reference

1). By a modern cylinder i= meeat one with an aluminum head with
aluminum fins caet integrally and a steel barrel with steel fins.
Am improvement can be made in the barrel fine by addi

T
fin weight,

which means~ in general, fin width (references 1 and 2 . Trouble
Ismencountered in radial engine installation when adding width to
the barrel fine because of the emall distance between adjacent
cylinder barrels and aho wide, thin fins are not strong. A possible
solution of the barrel-cooling problem is to use preformed aluminum
or copper fins on a steel barrel. Use of aluminum or coy~er fins
Inetead of steel fins ehoul.dgreatly improve the heat transfer of the
barrel if a reasonably satisfactory bond is obtained (references 1
and 2).

At the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department
a steel cylinder barrel with aluminum fins has been tested and the
results presented herein. The object of the tests was to determine
the heat-transfer coefficients of the cylinder md the excellence
of the bond between the steel barrel and the aluminum fins. com-
parison is =de of the reeults with those of steel cylinders with
steel fins and eluminum cylinders with aluminum fins.

APFkRmus

. Teat Oylinder

The cylinder, aee figme 1, was made of preformed aluminum fins
Imbedded inan aluminum base, which in turn was bonded to a ~i.nch
steel barrel. The method of construction provided aluminum epacem
between the fine as shown in figure 2. The apace between fins was
0.045 inch, the thickness of the fins 0.031 inch, and the width 1.2g
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inches. The cylinder was electrically heated with a wire coil wound
on a eoapatone cores which was titaertedin the cylinder. Loss of
heat from the ends of the cylinder was eliminatedby using cylindrical
~-d rings made of sheet metal on each end of the cylinder, as shown
in figure 3. Each guard ring was filled with rock wool. Surface
temperatures were obtained at 29 points, as shown in figure 2, by
means of iron constantan thermocouplesmade from No. 40 gage wire.
Nine of the thermocouples measured the temperature of the steel barrel
every 2~0 from front to rear of the cylinder, and five measured the
temperature of the aluminum spacers every 450. !5ermocou@es were
placed on a number of finB so as not to block the air flow in any one
fin epe~e. The thermocouples were shellacked to the fins ad brou@t
out through a copper tube to a cold junction boards an shown in figure
1. An ammeter and voltmeter were used to measure the electrical input
to the cylinder and a potentiometer measured the cylinder temperature.

Jacket

The cylinder was enclosed in a wood jacket, as shown in figure 3,
antiair was drawn over the setup with a Roots blower, The jacket
shape end apparatus used for such a test are fW-ly described in refer-
ences 3 ~a 4. The diameter of the guard rings was the same as the
outside diameter of the fin tips, and thus the guard rings fitted
tight against the @cket. The weight of air passing through the
jacket was measured with thin-plate orifices placed in tileends of a
large tank. Temperatures of the air at the orifices and of the cold
junction were obtained with alcohol thermometers.

?mmDs

Tests

The tests were conductedby varying the speed of the blower,
thus varying the velocity of the air over the fins. The weight
velocity of the cooling air over the fins varied from approximately
1 to 9.5 pounds per second per square foot of free area between the
fins. All tests were conducted with an amproximatdy constant heat
input to the cylinder of 83 Btuper sqparo inch of wall area per
hour. Tho recorded data wore the electrical power input to the test
cylinder, the temperature of the air entering the orifice tank, tho
pressure drag across the orifice tank, the cold junction tenrperature~
and the temperatures at the various points on the cooling surface.



Computations

The weight veloci~ of the cooling air” V@ ~g
wata“calculated‘~ ‘dividingthe WLght -of air -passing
#aoket by the free-flow area between the fins.

3

over the fins
through the

The mdhod of calculating the weight of air passing through the
Jacket is given in referenoe 5.

The experimental average suxface heat-transfer coefficient q
was obtainod by dividing the heat input per hour by the product of
the area of tho total cooling surface and the difference between the
average temperature of the cooling surface end tho entering-air te~
porature. The average temperature of the cooling surface was based
on the temperatures of the fIna and the aluminum spacers.

Tho e.~erimental average over-all heat-transfer coefficlent U
was obtained by dividing the heat input pm hour by the product of
the area of tho wall smface of the cylinder and the difforence b-
tween the average tomporature of the wall eurface and the ontcring-
alr te~erature.

Calculated average over-en heatitransfer coefficient U was
obtained from the equation

as derived in reference 6, where

q

s

t

w

w?

~ ~t

surfaco hea-transfer coefficient, Btu per
sqpare inch per ‘I’per hour

averagd space between firm, inches

average fin thiclmess, inches

fin width, inches

w + t/2s effective fin width, inches

I



~ radius from center of cylinder to fin root, inches

~ thermal conductivity of metal, Btu per square inch
per oil’through 1 inch er hour (2.17for steel:

79.92 for pure aluminum

This equation has been experimentally verified for fins of steel,
ccp--er,and aluminum aZloy. (See referencesl, 2, 3, 6, and 7.)

RESUZTS ~DISCUSS19N

Heat-Transfer l!ests

The surface heat-transfer coefficient q
can be correlated for an air-flow arrangement
tests in terme of ~mctione defining a singlo

of finned cylinders
as used in the present
curve and involving the

fin dimension, the cylinder diameter, and the ai~stre= character-
istics (reference 7). Thus it has been found for cylinders enclosod
in a jacket and coolod by a blower,

where

ka

v

D

thermal conductivity of the cooling air

absolute viscosity of the cooling air

dhmater of cyltider at fin root (~)

(?)

~igure 9(d) of reference 7 shows a curve, established from tests
on a large number of cylinders with an aiz+?low arrangement as in the
present tests, plotted in terms of functions of the foregoing eqre
tlon. Surface hea~transfer coefficients for a cylinder with fin and
cylinder dimensions the same ae for the test cylinder were calculated
from this curve for several weixt velocities between the fins. The
rcwults are elhownin the curve marked “calculated coefficients” in
figure 4. The experimental surface haat-tramsfer coefficients for the
test cylinder are also ehown plotted in figure 4. Good agreement
exists between the e-~erlmental and calculated coefficients which
would be expected.
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horn the calculated eurfaoo heat-transfer coefftolents of
figure b, over-all heat-tremefer coeffi.clentsware mdmilated &

.- .... cor@g to eq~~ion (1) for a steel cylinder with steel fins and----..
for an aluminum &iinder fith Al.-i fins cast integralb.- The
dlmemions of the fins on both of the foregoing cylindem were the
came as for the ted cylinder8 and the aluminum qlinder was a8em0d
to have a conductivity of 9.92 Btu per sqwe inch per ‘~ per hour
through 1 i~ch. The reeults are plotted in figure 5. plotted on
figure 5 are also tie experimental over-all coeffIcients of the test
cylinder based on both the temperature difference between the aluminum
epacere and the cooling air and the temperature difference between the
eteel barrel and the coo~ing air.

The experimental coefficient baOod on the former temperature
difference agree very well with the calculated coefficient for the
aluminum cylinder with aluminum fine caet integrally ehowing that
the material of the fine In the teet cylinder muet be pure aluminum,
and that the fin bond is orc~tionally good. The eqmrlmentnl cc-
egficients baeod on the tempcmaturo difformce between the steel
barrel and the cooling r.irfall about M percent on an average below
the experimental coefficients baeed on the difference between the
temperature of the epacers and the cooltig air,.ehowhg that there
Ie a drop in temperature in the bond between the steel and the
aluminum. The exporimentel cocffioients baeed on the eteol barrel
temperature, however, are abut 30 percent bettor on an average
than the calculated coefficient for a eteel cylinder with steel
fine, ~howing that an appreciable gain w be obtained by ueing
aluminum fine Inetead of steel fins, elthc@h tho bond is not perfect.

l’i~o 6 Rhows the toqero.ture differoncee between the aluminum
epacere aad the cooling air and the temperature differoncos between
the eteel barrel and tho cooling air plotted against weight velocity
for varioue poeitione around the cylinder. The difference between
the two curvee at my onepositio~ ie the temperature drop through
the bond. me drop Ie appreciable In @ome positione and in one
poeition (1350 from front of cylinder) the temperature of the steel
barrel and the alumlnum epacer wore identical. !lMa curve chows
that further improvement of the bond ie needed, but that it is

possiblo to obtain a bond where negligible tmnperature drop occurs.
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PhyraiceJ.!Cests

At the conclusion of the heat-transfer teets the cylinder
was cut In half and one half was cut in quarters in order to doto=
mine how good the bond between the steel and aluminum was mechani-
cally. One edgo of one of the quarters was polished and etched,
and tho result is shown in figum 7. The outline of the fins in
the alumlnum base and a line between the aluminum and stool can ho
clearly seen. The othor quarter of the test cylinder was heated
10 times to 4500 I’and quonchod in water at ~oom temperature. After
those testgr tho outline of the fins in tho aluminum base was more
prominent. The steel was then pried looee from the aluminum in the
quarter that had been heat-treated, and considerable force was r-
quired to eoparate the two parts. About one-third of the contacting
surface appeared to havo a much better bond than the other two-
thirds. The bond from a mechanical standpoint, howover, is co=
d.dored to be very good.

Langley Menmrj.alAeronautical Laboratory, “
National Advisory Commlttoe for Aeronautics,

Langley l?ield,Vs., August 7, 1939.
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Figure 1. - Test cylinderwith cold junctionboard attachedand heating core inserted.
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Figure 4. - Comparison of surface heat-transfer Coefficients of test cylinder with
calculated coefficients.
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